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1. INTRODUCTIOK 
This paper concerns existence theorems for solutions of generalized boundary- 
value problems consisting of a set-valued differential equation 2 - A(t) x E 
P(s, x) and a condition Lx = r, where (t, x) E Et,, , tr] x W, F is a set-valued 
function, Y E Rm”, andL is a continuous linear operator. The use of the expression 
“generalized boundary-value problem” to denote problems of this type derives 
from certain special cases of the general condition Lx = r; e.g., when Lx zz 
(x(h), X(G)) and y = (x s , x,), the problem reduces to a “generalized” differential 
equation 2 - A(t) x EF(t, x) with a two-point boundary condition x(t,) = x0, 
x(tl) = x1 . Generalized boundary-value problems were first investigated by 
Lasota and Opial [13], who considered the case m = n. Their work was later 
expended by Grandolfi [IO] to include the more general case when m and n a.re 
not necessarily equal. 
The principal result of the paper is Theorem 3.1, which generalizes the 
existence theorems in [13, IO]. 0 ne can also derive as corollaries of this theorem 
various results by other author-s concerning boundary-value problems for 
ordinary differential equations (Conti [?‘I): p eriodic solutions of generalized 
difEerentia1 equations (Kelley [12]), and controilability of nonlinear control 
systems (Chukwu and Gronski [6], Dauer [S], Tarnove 1151). These and other 
corollaries are presented in the last section of the paper. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on an appiication of the Bohnenblust- 
Rarlin fixed point theorem for set-valued functions. 
Notation. For a closed interval J of the real line and a Banach space Y, 
C(J, Y) will denote the Banach space of continuous functions from J into Y 
with the sup norm jj . jlc; Ll(J, Y) will denote the Banach space of measurable 
and integrable functions from J into Y with the usual norm i/ . I/r . The set of 
7~ x n real matrices endowed with the Euclidean norm / * j will be abbreviated 
by ~~nnxn . For an arbitrary metric space (X, d), x,, E X, and 8 > 0 we define 
I?,(r,) = {x E X: d(x, x,) < 8). For a nonempty subset A of a metric space 
(X, d) and E > 0 we will write [AIF r {x E X: distjx, A) < ~1. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES CONCERNING SET-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X, k’) be a measure space and let Y be a topological 
space. A set-valued function fl from X into the set of all nonempty subsets of Y 
is said to be measurable if {x E X: /l(x) n B is nonempty} E-S@’ for every closed 
subset B of Y. (For equivalent definitions see [II].) 
DEFINITION 2.2. A set-valued function n from a metric space X into the 
set of all nonempty subsets of a topological space Y is said to be upper semi- 
continuous (u.s.c.) at a point x0 E X if A(%,,) = &>s cl fl(B,(x,)), where cl 
denotes closure. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set-valued function /l from a metric space X into the 
set of all nonempty subsets of a metric space Y is said to be upper semicontinuous 
with respect to inclusion (u.s.c.i.) at a point x0 E X if for all E > 0 there exists 
8 > 0 such that fl(B,(x,)) C [fl(~,,)]~ .
The following lemma will be used often in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a nonempty closed subset of KY and let A: D -+ {non- 
empty closed subsets of R?>. Considev the following properties: 
(i) A is (Lebesgue) measurable on D; 
(ii) fl has closedgraph, i.e., the set {(x, y): x E D, y E A(x)} is closed; 
(iii) fl is U.S.C. on D; 
(iv) /f is u.s.c.i. on D. 
Then (iv) * (iii) -S (ii) * (i). 
Moreover, ;f A(D) is precompact, then (ii), (iii), and (iv) are equivalent. 
Proof. (iv) =P (iii) by [5, (vi), p. 3741. (iii) -(ii) by [2, Lemma 3.1, p. 471. 
(ii) 3 (i) by [ll, Theorem 1, p. 2781. If A(D) is precompact, then (ii) + (iv) by 
[l, Corollary, p. 1121. # 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Consider a generalized differential equation (1) 3 - A(t) x gF(t, x), t E 
[to , tJ, together with a condition (2) Lx = Y. Assume that: 
(a) F: J x W--t {nonempty, closed, convex subsets of R”}; 
(b) F(t, x) is such that 
(b,)F(., ZC) is measurable on J for each x E W, 
(b,)F(t, .)is U.S.C. on R” for each t E J; 
J= 
(c) for all p > 0 there exists a function i”f,(.) EL~(J, W) such that 
sup{\ z / :ZEF(t,x)Jk <,)<H,(t)foralltEJ; 
Cd) 4.) ELYJ, J&*x,); 
(e) L: C(J, W”) ---f 08” is a continuous linear operator. 
We will call an absolutely continuous function x: [t, , tJ + W a solution of 
the generalized boundary-value problem (1), (2) if Lx = Y and k(t) - -4(t) x(t) E 
F(t, x(t)) a.e. on [t, , tr]. 
I~EFINITIOX 3.1. Consider the generalized boundary-value problem (1) 
2 ~- A(t) x eF(t, x), t E J, (2) Lx = T. w e will call a nonempty subset E of 
C(j, KY) a&zissibZe for the problem (l), (2) ‘f f 1 or all X( .) E E there exists a solution 
z(.) E E of the generalized boundary-value problem (i) % - A(t) ,Z ~i7(f, x(f)), 
t t J, (ii) L.2 = Y. 
Our main result is the following theorem. It gives sufficient conditions for 
solving the generalized boundary-value problem (l), (2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider the generalized boundary-oalue problem ( !) 
P -~- A(t) x f F(t, x), t E J, (2)Lx = r. Assume that conditions (a)-(e) hold. If there 
exists an admissible set E fey (l), (2) that is nonempty, closed, convex, alzd bounded, 
then problem (I), (2) has a solution in E. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we will show that the set-valued function T,: E -+ 
(nonempty subsets of E} defined by TE(x) = {z(.) E Er (i) ,%(tj - A(t) z(tj E 
F(t, x(t)) a.e. on J, (ii) Lz = r) has a fixed point (i.e., there exists x(.) E E such 
that x(.) E TE(x)). For this we require the following lemma. 
~EbIivr.4 3.1. Consider the generalized boundary-cake problem (I) k - -4(t) x f 
F(t, x), t E j, (2) Lx = Y. Assume that conditions (a)-(e) hold. Let E be admissible 
for probEem (l), (2). Then: 
(i) if B is convex, T,(x) is convex for all x(.) E E; 
(ii) if E is bounded, T,(E) has compact closure in G(J, w”); 
(iii) ;f E is closed, TE has closed graph. 
Proof. (i) Let E _C C(J, W) be admissible and convex. Fix x(.) E E. Let 
zi , z2 E T,(x) and s E [0, 11. Then sxi t (1 - s) z2 E E since E is convex; 
[.d,(t) i (1 - s) .Qt)] - A(t) [q(t) + (1 - s) x,(t)] EF(t, X(t)) a.e. on J since 
F(t, x(t)) is convex for all t E J; L[sz, + (1 - s) +j -= y since L is linear. Hence 
sxl + (1 - s) z2 E T,(X). It follows that TE(x) is convex. 
(ii) Let EC C(J, UP) be admissible and bounded. Since T,(E) c E? 
T,(E) is bounded. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem we then only have to show 
that T,(E) is equicontinuous in order to conclude that (ii) holds. For this, let 
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z(.) E T,(E). Th en there exists a(.) E E such that z( .) E T=(x). Choose p > 0 
so that jJ u //c < p for all u(.) E E and put y(t) = &(t) - A(t) z(t) for all t E J 
for which the derivative 2(t) exists. Then y(t) O’(t, x(t)) a.e. on J. Hence for 
sr , sp E J with sr < s2 we have 
1 +z) - +,)I = ( j-l 2(s) ds j = j i” [A(s) z(s) + y(s)] ds j 
s1 
< j-” I A(s)I I 44 ds f Is2 I y(s)1 ds 
81 31 
If < i”’ 1 A(s)I ds + s’” H,,(s) ds 
s1 *I 
by (c). Since this last expression converges to zero independently of the choice of 
a(.) E T,(E) as / sa - sr ) -+ 0, it follows that T,(E) is equicontinuous. 
(iii) Let EC C( J, W) b e a d missible and closed. Suppose xi E E, zi E 
TE(xL) (i = 1, 2 ,... ), xi ---f x, zi + x. Then x E E since E is closed. We must show 
that ZE Ta(x), i.e., ZE E, z?(t) - A(t) z(t) EF(t, x(t)) a.e. on J, and Lz: = Y. 
z E E by the closedness of E. Since Lx, = Y for all i, zi ---f ,z in C( J, KY), and 
L: C( J, W) + R” is continuous, we have Lz = Y. Thus it remains only to 
show that s?(t) - A(t) z(t) EF(t, x(t)) a.e. on /. 
For i = 1, 2,... define yi(t) = *i(t) - A(t) zi(t) for all t E J for which the 
derivative 2i(t) exists. Then y<(t) d’(t, xi(t)) a.e. on J (i = 1, 2,...). Put 
p = supi jj xi i/c . Then 1 yi(t)i < H,,(t) a.e. on J (z’ = 1, 2 ,... ). Hence by [3, 
Lemma 4.15.2, p. 2901 there exists a double sequence {hij} (i = 1,2,...;j = 
i, i + I,...) of nonnegative real numbers such that (iiia) xTz=i Xij = 1 for all 
i = 1, 2,..., (iiib) hij = 0 for j sufficiently large (depending on i), and (iiic) the 
sequence y’( .) G z:j”=i Xijyj( .) (i = 1, 2,...) converges in L1 and a.e. on J to a 
function y(.) EL~(J, 08”). Fix t, E (t E J: yi(t) EF(t, xj(t)) (j = 1, 2,...), y?(t) + 
y(t)}. It follows from (c) and Lemma 2.1 thatF(t, , .) is u.s.c.i. at x(t,,), i.e., given 
t > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that F(t, , B6(x(t,,))) _C [F(to , x(t,))& . Let E > 0 
and let 8 > 0 correspond to E as above. Then there exists a positive integer j(8) 
such that xj(tO) E BG(x(tO)) for all j >j(S). This implies that yt(t,) = 
CTzi Xijyj(t,,) E co[F(t,, , x(t,))], for all i > j(S). Since yT(t,,) -y(t,), we conclude 
that y(&) E cl c@‘(t,,  4to)>lG = EF(h , x(t,,))], . But E > 0 was arbitrary. Hence 
y(to) E &,, [F(to , x(to))]c = F(t,, , x(Q). By our choice of t, it follows that 
y(t) EF(t, x(t)) a.e. on /. 
We claim that k(t) - A(t) z(t) = y(t) a.e. on J. To see this, let @(.) be a 
fundamental matrix for the linear homogeneous system i = ,4(t) U. Then for 
j = 1, 2,... we have zj(t) = @a(t) @-l(t,) zj(t,J + Q(t) & @-l(s) yj(s) ds for all 
t E J. Hence x:j”=i hijzj(t) = Q(t) P1(tO) CTzi hiizj(t,) + @(t) j-i0 @-l(s) Y:(S) ds 
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for all t E ,f (i = 1, Z,...). Letting i II- co we get z(t) = Q(t) @-l(toj z(t,) ,- 
@(t& @-i(s) y(s) d s f or all t E J. This implies the claim and hence completes 
the proof. 
&oof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there exists an admissible set E E 
C(J, !&%) for (I), (2) that is nonempty, closed, convex, and bounded. Consider 
the set-valued function TE: E -+ (nonempty subsets of E) defined above. By 
Lemma 3.1 and the Bohnenblust-Karlin fixed point theorem [4, Theorem 4, 
p. 1591 there exists a(.) E E such that x(.) E TE(x); x(.) is then a solution of the 
generalized boundary-value problem (11, (2). 
4. COROLLARIES .4ND .b~L~cAwo~s 
In this section we will present several corollaries and applications of the general 
existence theorem of the previous section. In so doing we will derive several 
results by other authors concerning generalized boundary-value problems, 
periodic solutions of generalized differential equations, and controllability of 
nonlinear control systems. 
We again consider a generalized boundary-value problem of the form (1) 
1 - A(t) x gF(t, x), t E J = [to , tr], (2) Lx = r. Assume that conditions (a)-(e) 
of the previous section are satisfied. 
Yotatton 4.1. (i) Let @(.) be a fundamental matrix for the linear homo- 
geneous system A = A(t) x with @(to) = I, the n x n identity matrix. Define a 
continuous linear operator @*: R” ---f C(J, W”) by (@*b) (t) = Q(l) b for all 
tEJ, ZJEW. 
(ii) Put M ==I, 0 bi”: R” --f iw”. Then M can be represented by an 
na Y n matrix and hence has a unique generalized inverse n/I+: R” --f Rn which 
satisfies 
(iia) MM~M = il4, 
(iib) M+MlW+ = &I*, 
(iic) MM # is symmetric, and 
(iid) M*M is symmetric. 
(For a proof of the existence and uniqueness of n/I+ see [14].) 
(iii) Define the continuous linear operator Yr, L1(J: W) - C(J, R”) by 
(Yf) (t) = D,(t) j’:, @-‘(s)f(s) ds for all t E J, ~EL~(J, RY). 
(iv) Define the continuous linear operator F: Lr(J, R”) + C(J, R”) by 
I’= -@* oM”oLoY+Y. 
e continuous linear operator IV: R” --z C(J, R”) by X := 
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Notation 4.2. Let 3$ = u(.) EL~(J, KY): the B.V.P. (i) 2 - A(t) x =f(t)? 
t E J, (ii) Lx = Y is solvable). 
Remark 4.1. Note that either .$ is empty or g. is a closed linear variety of 
WJ, w. 
The importance of the definitions contained in Notations 4.1 and 4.2 is shown 
by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume conditions (d) and (e) of the previous section and the 
notation contairLed in Notations 4.1 and 4.2. Let f (.) E 9? . Then x( .) is a solution 
of the boundary-value problem (i) 3i - A(t) x = f (t), t E /, (ii) Lx = 7 ij and only 
if there exists b E J’$Vl) = (b E W: Mb = O> such that z = I’f + NY + @*b. 
Proof. (2) Suppose .a(.) is a solution of the boundary-value problem (i), (ii). 
From the relation 2(t) - A(t) x(t) = f (t) a.e. on J it follows that there exists 
x,, E W such that x(l) = Q(t) x0 + G(t) St”, @-l(s)f(s) ds for all t E J. Using 
Notation 4.1 this can be rewritten as z = @*x0 + ??'f. Hence Y = Lx = 
L(@*zq, + Yf) = Mx, + L(Y’f). Define b = x,, f M#L(Y’f) - M#r. Then 
Mb = MxO + MM#L(Yf) - MM+ = Mx, + MM#(r - Mx,) - MM% = 0. 
Therefore b E M(M). Moreover, we also have 
2 = @*x0 + Yf = @*[b - MgL(Yf) + M#r] + yf 
= -@“Mjf’L(Yf) + Yf + @s”M#r -f- @*b = rf + NY + @“b. 
(e) Conversely, suppose that there exists b E J(M) such that x = rf + 
Nr + @*b. Then it is easy to check that 2(t) - A(t) z(t) = f(t) a.e. on 1. To 
prove that Lx = Y, note that f (.) E -rir implies that we can solve the boundary- 
value problem (i), (ii). Since every solution x(.) of I - A(t) x = f (t), t E J, is of 
the form 
x(t) = Q(t) x0 + Q(t) f @-l(s) f(s) ds = @*x,(t) + Yf(t) 
h 
for some x0 E W, there exists x0 E R” such that L(@*x, + Yf) = 7. This 
implies that L(Yf) = Y - L(@*x,,) = Y - Mx~. SO 
Lz = L(Tf + NT + @*b) = L(-@*M+L(Yf) + Yf + PM+ + Pb) 
= -MM#L(Yf) + L(!Pf) + MM+ + Mb 
= -MM”(r - Mx,) + (Y - Mx,) + MM+? + 0 = Y. 1 
Notation 4.3. For x(.) E C(J, R”) define P(X) = {y: J --z 53” j y(.) is 
measurable and y(t) EF(t, x(t)) a.e. on />. 
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Lmmr~ 4.2. A4ssume conditions (a)-(c) and Notation 4.3, Then .P: C(J, R”) * 
(no?zempty, dosed, convex subsets of Ll(J, R”)}. 
Proof. With minor modifications the lemma folIow-s from a theorem due to 
Lasota and Opial [13, Theorem 1, p. 7821. 
Notation 4.4. (i) Let I&‘, = (a(.) E C(], R”): the generaiized B.V.P. 
(ia) 1 - A(t) z eP(t, x(t)), t E /, (ib) Lz = 1’ is solvable). 
(ii) Let I/, = (x(.) E C(J, EP): Lx = Y}. 
(iii) Let B,(O) = {x(.) E C(J, R?): jl x jjc < p>. 
Remark 4.2. (a) Using Lemma 4.1 it is easy to prove that W, = (XC.) E 
C(J, !P): F(X) n S$ is nonempty). (b) Note that either V, is empty or Yc is a 
closed linear variety of C(j, R”). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Consider a system (1) 1 - A(t) x EF(~, x), t E J, and a 
condition (2) Lx = 7, where we assume that hypotheses (a)-(e) of the previous 
section hold. In addition assume that: (f) there exists p > 0 such tkt (fr) V, /? B,(O) 
is nonempty, (fr) VT n B,(O) _C W,. , and (fJ // I’i’ j: d’l,(s) ds + Jj r\:r \lc < p. 
Then problem (I), (2) has a solution in V, n B,(O). 
Proof, Put E = If, n B,(O), where p is as in (f). Then E is nonempty, 
closed, convex, and bounded. We will show that E is admissible for problem (I), 
(2). Let x(.) E E. By (fi) and R emark 4.2(a) there exists y(.) E F{(x) n Zr. Set 
z = I’y $ NY. Then by Lemma 4.1, z( .) satisfies (i) 2(t) - A(t) z(t) = y(t) E 
F(t, x(t)) a.e. on J, (ii) Lz = Y. Condition (ii) implies that z(.) E V, . Moreover, 
‘by (c) and (fa), Ij z &. < I/ I’ll Ijy i’ ,l f /) NY lIc < 11 I’#/ l;: H,(s) ds + 1, NT jjc < F. 
Therefore z( .) E E, which implies that E is admissible. Coroilary 4.1 now follows 
from Theorem 3.1. a 
C OROLLARY 4.2. Consider a system (1) ti - A(t) x EF(~, x), t E: J, and a 
condition (2) Lx = r, where we assume that hypotheses (a)-(e) hold. In addition 
assume that: 
k> I;, is nonempty; 
(h) r/, C W,.; 
(i) lim inf,,, p-r J:: H,(S) ds < I/i) rii . 
Then problem (I), (2) has a solution. 
Proof. By (i) and (g) we can choose p. > 0 so that 
Hence Corollary 4.2 follows from Corollary 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Grandolfi [IO]). Consider a system (1) 3i - A(t) x eF(t, x), 
t E ] = [t,, , t,], and a condition (2) Lx = r, where we assume that: 
(i) F: J x [w” -+ (nonempty, closed, convex subsets of W}; 
(ii) F(t, x) is such that 
(iia) F(., x) is measurable on Jfor all x E W, and 
(iib) F(t, .) is U.S.C. on R* for all t E J; 
(iii) there exist nonnegative functions 01(.), /3(.) ELI( J, W) such that 
sup{\ x j: x EF(t, x)> < a.(t) + p(t) 1 x ifor aZZ(t, x) E J X W; 
(iv) 4.) E-W, 4~~); 
(v) L: C(J, R”) + R” is a continuous linear operator; 
(vi) 5$ = {f(.) EL~(J, iw”): the B. V.P. 
(via) 2 - A(t) x =f(t), t E J, 
(vib) Lx = Y is solvable) is nonempty; 
(vii) S(x) C ST for all x( .) satisfying Lx = r; 
(viii) Jt /3(s) ds < l/l/ rjj . 
Then problem (l), (2) has a solution. 
Proof. Define H,(t) = a(t) + ,&t) for all t E J, p > 0. Then (iii) 3 (c) of 
Corollary 4.2. Also, (vi) 3 (g) trivially, (vii) * (h) by Remark 4.2(a) and Lemma 
4.2, and (viii) z- (i). So Theorem 4.1 follows from Corollary 4.2. a 
COROLLARY 4.3. Consider a system (1) % - A(t) x EF(t, x), t E J, and a 
condition (2) Lx = Y, where we assume that hypotheses (a)-(e) hold. In addition 
assume that : 
(j) there exists p > 0 such that 
(jd B,(O) C WV, and 
(j,) II Fll .fz H,(s) ds f II NT 11~ G P. 
Then probZem (l), (2) has a solution in B,(O). 
Proof. Hypothesis (j) implies that there exists p > 0 such that B,(O) is 
admissible for problem (l), (2). So C orollary 4.3 follows from Theorem 3.1, 1 
The following lemma is useful in verifying hypotheses (fa), (h), and (jr) of 
Corollaries 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. It was proved in a somewhat different 
form by Grandolfi in [IO]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Consider the generalized boundary-value problem (I) $ - A(t) x E 
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F(t, -q, t E J, (2) Lx = Y, where .we assume that hypotheses (a)-(e) hold. SZ@$QS~ 
that, in additiolz, one of the follozkng two conditions holds: 
(k) rank M = m < n, where M is as in Notation 4.1(K); 
(1) nr = n and X(L) = 0 is the unique solution of the linear ~~omoge~eo~ 
poblem % = A(t) x, Lx = 0. 
Proof. Sotation is as in Notations 4.1 and 4.2. Letf(.) EU(J, W’“), r E RR&. 
If(k) holds, then M: iw” ---f IFB” is surjective. Hence there exists x,, E W” such that 
M-x0 = Y - L(Yf). D e fi ne z = @*x0 + Yf. Then A+(.) satisfies 2-(t) - A(s) z(t) 
=f(t) a.e. on J, Lz = MX” + L(Iyf) = Y. Therefore f(.) E 9r . Since J(.) 
was arbitrary, 9r =L1(J, PI??). Since Y was arbitrary, it follows that this holds 
for all r E R”. Hence, W, = {X(.) E C(J, W): F(x) f7 X;. is nonempty) = {a(.) E 
C(J, !IP): 9(x) is nonempty) = C(J, $8”) for all r E W by Lemma 4.2. 
I\Jow suppose that (1) holds. Let x0 E n(M), i.e., let x,, satisfy 0 = A&,, = 
L(@*x,). Then x*(.) = @*a+,(.) is a solution of the linear homogeneous problem 
3 = A(1) x,Lx = 0. Hence x”(t) = 0 and x0 = I* = 0. Therefore M is 
injective, which implies (since M: IP ---f 5%“) that rank M = m = n. So we mav 
apply the first part of the proof to conclude the result. 
C‘OROLLXRY 4.4. Consider the generalized boundary-aalue problem (1) 
k - A(t) x EF(~, x), t E J, (2) Lx = Y, where we assume that hypotheses (a)-(e) 
hold. Suppose that, in addition, one of the conditions (k) or (I) ofLemma 4.3 holds, 
alzd that: 
(m) there exists p > 0 such that I/ Ti! 1: H,(s) ds -1 // Nr jlc < p. 
Then problem (I), (2) has a solution in B,(O). 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.3. 
The next two theorems follow from Corollary 4.4 in the same way that 
Theorem 4.1 followed from Corollary 4.2. 
‘THEOREM 4.2 (Grandolfi [lo]). C onsider a system (1) D - A(t) x E F(i, UF)> 
t E j = ito , tJ, and a condition (2) Lx = 7, where zLe assum.e that hypotheses 
(i)-(v) of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume also that : 
(viii) J: p(s) ds < l/II rll; 
(ix) rank M = m < n. 
Then problem (l), (2) has a solution for all Y E R”. 
'THEOREM 4.3 (Lasota and Qpial [13]). C onsider a system (1) 3i - A(t) xc 
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F(t, x), t E J = [t,, , tI], and a condition (2) Lx = Y, where we assume that hypo- 
theses (i)-(v) of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume also that: 
(viii) jzj3(s) ds < l/l] I’ll; 
(x) m = n and x(t) = 0 is the tinique solution of the linear homogeneous 
problem 2 = A(t) x, Lx = 0. 
Then problem (I), (2) has a solution fog all r E R”. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Conti [7]). Consider a dzyeyential equation (1) k - A(t) x = 
f(t, 4, t E J = [to , hl, and a condition (2) Lx = Y, where we assume that: 
(i) f: J x 58” - W is measurable in t for each x E Iw” and continuous in x 
for a.e. t E J; 
(ii) 4.1 ELYJ, J&X,); 
(iii) L: C( J, Rn) -+ [w” is a continuous linear operatoy; 
(iv) x(t) = 0 h zs t e unique solution of the linear homogeneous problem 
A? = A(t) x, Lx = 0; 
(v) there exists p > 0 such that 
(va) Ho(t) = sup~~!~,, !f(t, x)[ is integrable on J and 
(vb) (Il1\;L~/+l)i~~exp~~~4(s)lds~~H,(s)~s+~/I~~~l,$p, where 
Z is the n x n identity matrix and N: W -+ C( J, [w”) is as in Notation 4.1(v). 
Then problem (I), (2) has a solution. 
Proof. Let J’ = {t E J:J(t, .) is continuous). Define 
F(4 x) =f(t, 4 for tfz J’, lx I <P, 
=.f(t, Pdl x I) fortEJI, Ix/ >p, 
= 0 for t E J\J’, x E !R”, 
where p is as in (v). ThenF(t, X) is measurable in t for each x E 6V and continu- 
ous in x for each t E J. Moreover, j F(t, x)1 < Ho(t) for all t E J, x E UP. Hence 
the point-valued function F satisfies hypotheses (a)-(c) of Corollary 4.4. Since 
II r II = II --NLY + y Ii ,( (II NL 11 + 1) II ~‘11 < (II NL Ii + 1) . sup I Q(t) Ws)l 
s&J 
G (II NL II + 1) I Z I exp 1:’ I A(s)I ds, 
(v) implies that hypothesis (m) of Corollary 4.4 is also satisfied. We conclude 
that there exists a solution x(.) E B,(O) of the boundary-value problem 
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A - Ill(t) .z = F(t, x), Lx = 1’. Since F(t, x(t)) = S(t, r(t)) for all i E I’, it Jollows 
that a(t) - A(t) x(t) = f(t, x(t)) a.e. on 1 and LX = r. 
'F~E0n~nii 4.5 (Meiley [12]). Consider a system (1) ;I: - A(t) x EF(t, X), 
t E [O, T], and the boundary condition (2) x(0) -L x(T), wliere we assume that: 
(i) F: [0, T] x W -+ (none-mpty, compact, convex subsets of I%“>; 
(ii) F is u.s.c.i. on [0, T] X R”; 
(iii) A(.) is continuous on [0, T]; 
(iv) 3 = A(t) x has no nontrivial solution with x(O) = x(T); 
(v) sup{/ 7; I: x M(t, x), t E [O, T], 1 X 1 < PO) < p&T JOY some pa > 0, 
,where z > 0 is such that the unique solution z(.) of each boundmy-value problem 
1 - A(t) x = b(t), x(0) = x(T) (b(.) contimous) satis,iies 
Then a solution x(.) of(l), (2) exists so that /I x l/c < p. . 
Proof Define Lx = x(T) - x(O) for all x(.) E C(J, W), and define I,(s) = 
constant = sup{/ z j: z EF(t, x), t E [0, T], j x / < p) for all s E [0, T], p > 0 
(N,(s) < co by [2, Lemma 5.2, p. 711). In this problem we have m = n and 
I = 0. k,Toreover, for each f(.) EL~(J, R”) tl lere exists a unique solution of the 
boundary-value problem 1 - A(t) x = J(t), X(O) = x(T) given by .x(.) = -Ff(.): 
where T is as in Eotation 4.l(iv). Hence we may take 01 = j/ T// . Now (i) 3 (a) 
of Corollary 4.4, (ii) + (i) * (b) (L emma 2.1), (iii) 5 (d), (iv) 0 (1) and (v) 3 
(m). Therefore we may apply Corollary 4.4. 
In Theorem 4.5 we considered the special case Lx = x(T) - x(0) in order 
to deduce the existence of periodic solutions of generalized diEerentia1 equations. 
By considering other special cases, e.g., Lx = x(t,) or LX = (x(to), x(tl)), we can 
derive theorems concerning controllability of nonlinear control systems. This is 
illustrated in the next theorem. 
Xotation 4.5. Let 
For x(.) E Zip(J, W) define 
THEOREM 4.6 (Chukwu and Gronski [S]). C onsider a system (1) ni: EF(t, z>, 
t E J = [to, tl], ad a condition (2) x(t,) = x0 t x(tl) E 6. Assume that: 
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(i) G is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of Rn; 
(ii) F: J x Rn + (nonempty, closed, convex subsets of Rn); 
(iii) F is u.s.c.i. on J x R”; 
(iv) there exists p > 0 such that 
(iva) D, = {x(.) E 9z$( J, 08”): //I x - x0 111 < p, x(t,,) = x0 , x(tl) E G} is 
nonempty; 
(ivb) x,, E {g - J$y(s) ds j g E G, y: J- ilP is measurable and y(t) E 
F(t, x(t)) a.e. on J>fo~ aZZ z(.) E D,; 
(iv4 sup{1 x I: .Z @(t, x>, t 6 J, I x - x0 I d P> < min(p/Z pP(t, - to)). 
Then problem (l), (2) has a solution in D, . 
Proof. Define 
F*(t, x) = F(t, x) for t E J, I x - x0 I ,< P, 
for t E J, j x - x0 I > p, 
where p is as in (iv). ThenF*(., x) is measurable for each x E R”, F*(t, .) is U.S.C. 




2 ’ 2(t, - to) 1 * 
Thus hypotheses (a)-(e) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for F* defined as above, 
A(.) = 0,Lx = x(to), Y = x0 ) and W,(s) = constant = min(p/2, p/2(t, - to)) for 
all s E J, X > 0. Condition (iv) implies that the nonempty, compact, convex set 
D, _C C( J, KY) is admissible for the generalized boundary-value problem 
9 E F*(t, x), Lx = Y. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that there exists x( .) E D, such 
that k(t) EF*(t, x(t)) a.e. on J and Lx = r. Since F*(t, x(t)) = F(t, x(t)) for all 
t E J, x(.) is a solution of (I), (2). a 
Theorem 4.6 was originally proved by Dauer [S] in the special case G = (x1). 
Applications of Theorem 4.6 to the controllability of nonlinear control systems 
may be found in Dauer’s papers [S, 91, as well as in the paper by Chukwu and 
Gronski [6]. 
The following theorem, which is stated in terms of control systems rather than 
generalized differential equations, is very similar in form to Theorem 3.1. We 
will derive it as our final corollary. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Tarnove [15]). Considev a control system (1) 2 =f(t, x, a), 
t E J = [to , tl], with constraints (2) x(.) E E _C C( J, W> and (3) u(t) E Q(t, x(t)). 
Assume that : 
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(i) f : J x pin x R” - W’” is continuous; 
(ii) ,Q: J x Wn --f (nonempty compact subsets of KY’> Zs u.s.c.z.; 
(iii) f(t, 32, Q(t, x)) is a convex subset of W” for aEE (t, X) E J- x R”; 
(iv) E Zs a nonempty, closed, convex, bounded subset of C(,r, W”) with the 
joliowing property: for a21 x(.) E E there exists a solution (x(.), u(.)) of the control 
problem 
(iva) 1 =f(t, x(t), z*), t E J, 
(ivb) ,z(.) E E, and 
(ivc) u(t) E G(t, x(t)) a.e. on J. 
Then the control problem (I), (2), (3) has a solution. 
Proof. In Theorem 3.1 take A(.) E 0, L = 0, Y = O,F’(t, x) =j(t: x, Q(t, x)), 
and H,(S) = constant = sup{1 z /: x EF(t, x), t E Jt I ,X / < p>. By [S, (xiii), 
p. 3771 F is u.s.c.i. and F(t, X) is compact for all (t, X) E J x IW. So hypotheses 
(a)-(e) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Condition (iv) implies that E is admissible 
for the generalized differential equation d cF(t, x), t E J. Hence we can apply 
Theorem 3.1 to conclude the existence of a function x(.) E E that satisfies 
2(t) gF(t, x(t)) a.e. on J. By Filippov’s implicit function lemma (see, for example: 
ill, Theorem 3, p. 2811) there exists a measurable function U: J --+ RwL such that 
u(t) E B(t, x(t)) and a(t) = J(t, x(t), u(t)) for a.e. t E J. So (x(.), u(.)) is a solution 
of (I), (2), (3). 
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